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Who is your support team for today?

Rosie Dunscombe Katia Bonga Nadine McCormick Tim Polaszek
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WHY

We are failing to tackle 
global challenges

WHAT

We use a capitals
approach to transform the 
way decisions are made

HOW

We work through 
collaboration with 370+ 
organizations at the core

SO WHAT

Our ambition is that by 2030 the majority of 
business, finance and government will include 
all capitals in their decision making.

Our transformative model covers three phases 
moving from could, to should, to must.

Could Should Must

2020 2025

Decisions 
based on 
incomplete 
information

Decisions 
based on the 

value of all 
capitals



Biodiversity 
supplement to 
the Natural 
Capital 
Protocol

Environmental 
Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles 
(E-GAAP)

Accounting for a 
Living Wage

Interactive 
collaboration 
program

Principles of 
integrated 
capitals

TEEBAgriFood
implementat-
ion

Case study 
database

Capitals 
checker

Business 
for 
Nature

Economics 
for Nature

Government 
dialogue

Mainstream 
natural capital 
accounting

Renew Non-Financial 
Information Disclosure 
regulation



We Value Nature – Who are we?

We Value Nature is a campaign supporting businesses and the natural capital 
community to make valuing nature the new normal for business across Europe, by:

1. Sharing research, resources & best practices;
2. Identifying barriers & opportunities for adopting a natural capital approach;

3. Providing practical support to help business improve their risk management, 
communication & stakeholder engagement;

4. Reinforcing & boosting the work of the Natural Capital Coalition.
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A few “house rules”

Make sure to be 
joining us through 

Zoom app or 
computer

Please change your 
username to your full name 

and (organization)
E.g. John Doe (WBCSD)

Please submit comments 
or questions in the chat 

function

We’ll also use Menti. 
Contribute and share 

your experiences 
Ensure that you are on 

mute when not taking part 
in discussions

We invite you to 
turn on your 

camera if possible

Chatham house 
rules will apply
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Learning objectives

v Understand the concepts of natural capital, natural capital impacts & dependencies and how 
these relate to business risk management & decision-making

v Familiarize yourself with the different steps involved in conducting a natural capital assessment 
following the Natural Capital Protocol

v Gain practical insights on how to scope and plan an assessment

v Be introduced to measurement & valuation approaches of natural capital

v Discover the newly launched Biodiversity Guidance to the Natural Capital Protocol and how it 
can be applied in a business context

The aim of today’s training is to:
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Agenda – 1/2
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Time (EET) Session
09:00 Welcome

Agenda, objectives & training material
09:20 – 09:30 Introductions

Getting to know each other
09:30 – 09:40 Setting the scene

Drawing links with the current context and capitals thinking
09:40 – 10:00 Introduction to natural capital

Exploring natural capital impacts & dependencies
10:00 – 10:10 Why is natural capital important

Natural capital risks & opportunities
10:10 – 10:30 Scoping a first natural capital assessment
10:30 – 10:45 Coffee break



Agenda – 2/2
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Time (EET) Session
10:45 – 12:00 Measuring & valuing natural capital

• Group exercise
12:00-12:30 Lunch break

12:30 – 12:45 Brief presentation of the Biodiversity Guidance
12:45 – 13:15 Business speaker on Biodiversity Guidance

• 15’ presentation
• 15’ Q&A

13:15 – 13:30 Wrap-up
Key takeaways, next steps & engagement opportunities

13:30 End of training



What is the Natural Capital Protocol?

The Natural Capital Protocol is a 

standardized framework for business 

to identify, measure and value its direct 

and indirect impacts and dependencies 
on natural capital

p. 2 & 6 in the 
Natural Capital 

Protocol
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What parts of the Natural Capital Protocol will we cover?

Deep-dive

Source: Natural 
Capital Protocol

Brief intro
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Training material

Full version

Executive 
sum

m
ary

Guidance
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Write down 
any 

questions in 
the chat

https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/natural-capital-protocol/
https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/NCC_Primer_WEB_2016-07-08.pdf
https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/biodiversity/


Mentimeter question
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How much do 
you know 

about natural 
capital?



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Just starting 

are influenced by natural capital 
assessments. 

First steps

Developing

Comprehensive

Maturing

Typical barriers

• Lack of data and inputs 
• Lack of case studies and 

practical applications
• Institutional Inertia
• Perception that it is complex 

&/or technical 
• Lack of understanding of the 

potential benefits 

• Lack of regulatory frameworks
• Lack of standards (metrics, 

reporting etc.) 
• Focus on single issues

WVN actions

• Introductory 
training

• Simplified, curated 
communications

• “Testimonial” case 
studies

• More detailed, 
specific training

• Case studies on 
public/private policy

• Input into NBS 
standard
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Introductions
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Introductions 

• Please tell us more by sharing :

• What you are most curious to learn about today? Any specific expectations?
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Setting the scene 



The scale of the challenge ahead

By Graeme MacKay By Kal, The Economist
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Keeping up momentum during the COVID-19 crisis

• Institutions urging a green recovery. Christine Lagarde, 
President of ECB: "transition towards a greener economy 
is a crucial part of economic recovery"

• Crisis shows that "business as usual" is vulnerable to a 
range of outside influences, not just market forces

• Need to consider all capitals and all stakeholder values 
for decision-making

What have 
we learnt 
so far?
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Capitals thinking

Business impacts on

Business depends on

Natural capital Social capital Human capital

Stock of renewable and non-
renewable natural resources, 
(e.g. plants, animals, air water, 
soils, minerals) that combine to 

yield a flow of benefits to 
people

Networks together with shared 
norms, values and 

understanding that facilitate 
cooperation within and among 

groups.

The knowledge, skills, 
competencies and attributes 
embodied in individuals that 

facilitate the creation of 
personal, social and economic 

well-being.
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Introduction to 
natural capital



Natural Capital Definition

Natural capital is the stock of renewable and non-renewable natural 
resources, (e.g. plants, animals, air water, soils, minerals) that combine to yield a 
flow of “services” to people. In turn, these flows provide value to business and 
society. 

Refer to p.12
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Biodiversity 
underpins 

both stocks 
and 

ecosystem 
services 

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Business depends on & impacts natural capital

1

1. All businesses 
impact and depend
upon natural capital. 

2

2. This relationship delivers costs 
and benefits back to 
themselves and to society. 

3 3. These in turn lead to 
risks and opportunities 
to the business

Refer to p.15 
of the 

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural 
Capital Protocol
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Practical example of impacts / dependencies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtgm-3EQOU4
Source: example from Haagen-Dazs on their honey bees pollinator habitat project

25

Have a 
look!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtgm-3EQOU4


Natural capital dependencies Refer p.34
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

A business reliance on or use of natural capital

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Dependency pathways

• Business activities can be dependent on 
specific features of natural capital

• A dependency pathway can identify how 
changes in specific features of natural 
capital can affect these activities

• Knowing how changes affect business 
activities helps you identify the cost of 
doing business

Refer to p.46
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Natural capital impacts

The negative or positive effect of business activity on natural capital

Refer to p.16
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Impact drivers

Impact drivers are:
• Measurable quantities of a 

natural resource used as an input
to production
(e.g. fresh water)

Or:
• Measurable non-product output of 

a business activity
(e.g. water discharges)

Refer to pp.44-
55 of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Impact pathway

30

• Business activities can impact on 
specific features of natural capital

• Impact pathways describe how, as a 
result of specific business activity, a 
particular impact driver results in 
changes in natural capital and how 
these changes impact different 
stakeholders



Food industry example - material impacts

Source: Nature Squared
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Tools to determine impacts and dependencies

ENCORE (Natural Capital Finance Alliance) 
• Impact and dependencies at economic sector level – qualitative

SASB (Sustainability Accounting Standards Board) 
• Impacts at a sector level – qualitative

Natural Capital Protocol Sector Guides
• Impacts and dependencies but for limited sectors (food and beverage, apparel and forests)

I360X (Impact 360)
• Impacts across all  natural, human, social and financial capital – quantitative and qualitative 

32

https://encore.naturalcapital.finance/en/about
https://www.sasb.org/
https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/sector-guides/
https://www.gistimpact.com/i360xn.php


What may be the most material natural capital impact and 
dependency for your business? 

Individually reflect on what would 
be your business’ natural capital 

impacts & dependencies

Write down 1 impact & 1 
dependency that seem most 

material to your business now and 
in the future.

Use the blank 
spaces in your 
workbook p. 8 

and refer to pp. 
47-48 of the 

NCP

34



Mentimeter question

35

Most material 
impact in the 

next 10 years?

Most material 
dependency in 

the next 10 
years?

Natural Capital Impact
The negative or positive effect of business activity 
on natural capital

Natural Capital Dependency
The reliance on or use of natural capital



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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The business 
case for 
assessing 
natural capital
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Opportunities for business

Operational 
Opportunity

Reputational 
& Societal 

Opportunity

Financial 
Opportunity

Legal 
Opportunity

Operational 
Risk

Reputational 
& Societal 

Risk

Legal 
Risk

Financial 
Risk

Risks for business38



Why assess your impacts & dependencies? The business case…

Many natural capital risks and opportunities are becoming increasingly visible, 
and business needs a way to understand and manage these. 

§ Understand relationships with    
nature in a structured way

§ Challenge your business model
§ Mitigate risks
§ Increased competitive advantage

§ Create opportunities
§ Inform decisions that are really 

important to your business
§ Access to finance
§ Recruitment & retention of staff

Source: Natural 
Capital Protocol
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Business applications

Natural capital information can be used in plenty of ways. You need to 
decide what information you need and how it will be used. 

40

Assess risks and opportunities 

Compare options

Assess impacts on stakeholders

Estimate total value and/or net impact

Communicate internally or externally 

Potential Business Applications 

Refer p. 20 
of the NCP

https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/natural-capital-protocol/


Assessments: Measure & Value

• To measure: determine the amounts, extent and condition in physical terms
• e.g. m3, tons, number of injuries, number of jobs

• To value: estimate the relative importance, worth, or usefulness of natural / social / human 
capital to people (or to a business), in a particular context. 

To measure ≠ to value 

Costs and benefits to the business, and to society

Qualitative Quantitative Monetary

Refer to p.82
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

41
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Overview of current assessments

Natural 
capital only

61 %

Natural, 
social and 

human
15 %

Social and 
human only

6 %

Unspecified
18 %

Business 
65 %

Government
25 %

Finance
10 %

NC or SHC Organization type
Source: Capitals Coalition
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13 %

27 %

5 %
5 %

34 %

7 %

Other; 9 %

Business applications

1. Estimate total value and/or net impact, 34%
2. Assess risks and opportunities, 27%
3. Assess impacts on stakeholders, 13%
4. Integrate and mainstream natural capital into 

policy, 7%
5. Compare options, 5%
6. Create and support insights, 5%
7. Other, 9%

Source: Capitals Coalition
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Concrete steps to undertaking a 1st natural capital assessment

Define your objective (module1)

Identify your impacts and/or dependencies

Scope your assessment
• Organizational focus; value-chain boundary; 

value perspective; impacts and or 
dependencies; type of value 

A
SS

ES
SM

EN
T 

ST
EP

S

Practicalities
• Baseline, scenarios, spatial & temporal 

boundaries, etc.  

PL
A

N
N

IN
G

Timing

Skills

Data

Resources

Stakeholders

Next steps

Iterative process

Measure and Value
• Materiality assessments; identify changes in 

natural capital; assess trends; select valuation 
techniques; ecosystem valuation tools
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Where are we in the learning objectives?

Understand the concepts of natural capital, natural capital impacts & dependencies and how 
these relate to business risk management & decision-making

v Familiarize yourself with the different steps involved in conducting a natural capital 
assessment following the Natural Capital Protocol

v Gain practical insights on how to scope and plan an assessment

v Be introduced to measurement & valuation approaches of natural capital

v Discover the newly launched Biodiversity Guidance to the Natural Capital Protocol 
and how it can be applied in a business context

The aim of today’s training is to:
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Scoping & 
planning an 
assessment

46



Project ambition: scoping an assessment Refer to p.46
of the

Natural Capital 
ProtocolDetermine the organizational 

focus Corporate / product / project

Determine the value-chain 
boundary

Upstream / direct operations / 
downstream

Specify whose value perspective Business / society

Decide on assessing impacts 
and/or dependencies Impacts / dependencies / both

Decide which types of value you 
will consider Qualitative / quantitative / Monetary

Refer to p.42
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural Capital Protocol
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Examples of Internal Stakeholders: Examples of External Stakeholders:
Shareholders (if applicable) Shareholders (if applicable)
Senior executives and directors Investors
Heads of sustainability, environment etc. Suppliers

Human resources or auditing and compliance Government, regulators, customers etc.

Employees and contractors Experts (e.g. academics, engineers etc.)

Departments like finance, strategy, 
procurement, marketing, communications, 
reporting, public affairs, investor relations etc.

• Community and other affected stakeholders 
(local residents, schools, other businesses, 
special interest groups, farmers etc.)

• Civil society (NGO, labour unions etc.)

Identifying stakeholders Refer to p.26-27
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: 
Natural 
Capital 
Protocol
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Identifying target audience and obtaining buy-in Refer to p.26-27
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

• In order to help define your 
objective, you need to identify the 
target audience and understand 
what drives them

• The target audience is the main 
user of the assessment output, 
this means that outputs must be 
written with them in mind

Why do you need to identify a 
target audience?

Creating buy-in
• In order to help drive your project forward you will need to get 

internal buy-in this can be achieved by:
• Identifying individuals with an interest in the project and 

getting them involved
• Identifying where company operations may be vulnerable in 

terms of dependencies
• Identifying areas of opportunity that fit within the remit of 

department leaders in product development, etc.
• Demonstrating how the outputs of an assessment can help 

with decision making where investment decisions are 
currently being discussed

• Knowing how to adapt your language for the relevant 
department, to make options easy to understand

49
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Planning an assessment

• Timescale: How quickly does the assessment need to be 
completed

• Funding/resources: What budget and human resources are 
available?

• Capacity: What skills are available within the business to 
undertake an assessment?

• Data availability and accessibility: What constraints on data are 
anticipated?

• Stakeholder relationships: To what extent do you need to 
identify and establish relationships with stakeholders?

Refer to p.41-2
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural 
Capital Protocol
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Other considerations

• Baseline e.g. current conditions

• Scenarios e.g. climate change based on published IPCC 
predictions

• Spatial boundary e.g. 3 largest manufacturing facilities, 3 
largest plantations in Kenya

• What are the corporate boundaries (i.e. suppliers/ 
contractors)

• Temporal boundary e.g. next 10 years

Refer to p.42
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

Source: Natural 
Capital Protocol
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SHIFT platform and the Natural Capital Toolkit

There are lots of useful tools out there. SHIFT.tools is a searchable 
repository of tools, including the Natural Capital Toolkit.  

52

https://shift.tools/
https://shift.tools/contributors/551


Natural Capital Toolkit example

1. Mining company 2. Conduct a company-wide 
assessment on its use of water 

3. Sustainability team
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Maturity Tool
To inform appropriate level of 

robustness

NATCAP 
CHECKERThe NatCap Checker

Main tool

Supporting tool

The NatCap Checker is a 
voluntary self-assessment tool to 

check robustness and provide 
confidence to stakeholders

Robustness Tool
Consistency

Relevance

Replicability

Rigor

To what extent is your natural 
capital assessment aligned 
with the Principles of the 
Natural Capital Protocol?

An excel tool and associated guidance document to help users:
Ø understand what a robust assessment looks like;

Ø work towards an appropriate level of robustness in 
assessments;

Ø communicate the level of confidence stakeholders can have 
in assessment results.



15’



Measuring & 
valuing natural 
capital



Measure & Value Stage - How?

57

GOALS

• Understand how to measure your impact drivers and 

dependencies
• Understand how impact drivers and dependencies link to 

resultant changes in capital

• Familiarize yourself with the methods for valuation 



Measure & Value Stage - How?
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Impact pathway
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Measure & Value Stage - How?

60

Measurement of relevant 
impacts and/or dependencies



Measure impact drivers and/or dependencies

61

Map your activities against impact drivers and/or 
dependencies
Define which impact drivers and/or dependencies you 
will measure
Identify how you will measure impact drivers and/or 
dependencies

Select methods for measuring changes

Collect data

Actions



Measure impact drivers and/or dependencies

62

Measurement of the material impact drivers an/or dependencies can be either 
qualitative or quantitative.

Qualitative indicators may be based on professional judgement and can be 
informed by the opinions of stakeholders. Qualitative measures may involve a 
subjective assessment of high, medium, or low, or other defined criteria 

Quantitative indicators are typically in physical units, such as amount of 
different pollutants emitted (e.g., tons) or the amount of resources consumed 
(m3 water, ha of habitat), or a rate of consumption over the duration of a 
project (m3/day). Although this provides an amount it is rarely precise because 
of the need to estimate.
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Impacts and dependencies

Whose value perspective? 
• Business 
• Society

Impacts and/or dependencies? 
• Impacts on your business
• Your impacts on society
• Your business dependencies



• Mapping activities

• Developing indicators

Indicators for impact drivers
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Intermediate indicators
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Measure impact drivers and/or dependencies

66



Mentimeter question

You are a flower bulb farmer, what are 
potential impact drivers?
Select all that apply

1. Soil pollution

2. Pollination
3. Water extraction

4. Land use

67

Question



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Mentimeter question

How could you quantitatively measure soil 
pollutants?
Select all that apply

1. Water use in m3

2. Volume of waste matter discharge on land 
in m3

3. Herbicide use in kg/ha

4. Land use change in ha

69

Question



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Measure & Value Stage - How?

71

Context for valuation: 
external pressures, trends and 
states of natural capital.



Measure changes in the state of natural capital

72

Identify changes in natural capital associated with your 
business activities and impact drivers
Identify changes in natural capital associated with 
external factors

Assess trends affecting the state of natural capital

Select methods for measuring changes

Undertake or commission measurement

Actions



Measure changes in the state of natural capital
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Company water use

External factors; e.g. 
other producers

Trends



Measure changes in the state of natural capital
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Measure changes in the state of natural capital
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Measure impact drivers and/or dependencies
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Mentimeter question

What could be useful methods for measuring changes in 
land cover?
Select all that apply

1. Direct observations of vegetation cover, species 

distribution, soil quality

2. Using public soil and rainfall data, deducing 

probabilities of land cover change

3. Remote sensing data modelling carbon storage and 

primary productivity

4. Public datasets on changes in population demographic

77

Question



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Measure & Value Stage - How?

79

Qualitative, quantitative or 
monetary valuation
techniques.



Value impacts and/or dependencies
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Define the consequences of impacts and/or 
dependencies
Determine the relative significance of associated costs 
and/or benefits

Select appropriate valuation techniques

Undertake or commission valuation

Actions



Valuation techniques

81

Qualitative valuation techniques are used to inform the 
potential scale of costs and/or benefits expressed through 
qualitative, non-numerical terms (e.g., increase in air emissions, 
decrease in social benefits of recreation).

Quantitative valuation techniques, in turn, focus on 
numerical data which are used as indicators for these costs 
and/or benefits (e.g., changes in tons of pollutants, decrease in 
number of people benefitting from recreation).

Monetary valuation techniques, translate quantitative 
estimates of costs and/or benefits into a single common 
currency.



• Common currency 
• Market prices
• Production function 
• Cost based approaches
• Revealed preference 

approaches
• Stated preference 

approaches 
• Value transfer

• Non-numerical

• Opinion survey 

• Deliberative 
approaches

• Expert opinion

• Relative valuation 

MEASURE AND VALUE STAGE: HOW?
Selecting the right type of valuation techniques

Qualitative Quantitative

• Numerical

• Structured 
surveys

• Indicators

• Multicriteria 
analysis

Monetary



Monetary valuation techniques
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Technique Description Time Budget Resources
Cost 

Based 
Approach

Replacement 
Costs

The cost of replacing an ecosystem 
good/service with artificial or man-made 
products etc., in terms of expenditures 
saved

Days -
Weeks

($100s-
1000s; low 
budget)

Cost (market price) of replacing an 
ecosystem good or service with a man-
made equivalent e.g. bottled water in 
production processes

Damage 
costs avoided

The costs incurred to property, 
infrastructure, etc. when ecosystem 
services which protect valuable assets 
are lost (i.e., expenditures saved).

Weeks ($100s-
1000s; low 
budget)

Data on costs incurred to property, etc. 
as a result of loss of ecosystem 
services
Damages under different scenarios

Stated 
Preference 
Approach

Contingent 
valuation

Infer ecosystem values by asking 
people directly what is their willingness 
to pay (WTP) for them or their 
willingness to accept (WTA) 
compensation for their loss saved.

Weeks
-
Months

($10,000s –
100,000s; 
high budget)

Stated value that people place on an 
ecosystem good or service
Demographic and biographical 
information on survey respondents.

Choice 
experiments

Presents a series of alternative 
resource or ecosystem use options, 
each defined by various attributes set 
at different levels and asks respondents 
to select which option

Weeks
-
Months

($10,000 –
100,000s; 
high budget)

As for CV above, although CE 
contrasts several different scenarios 
(appropriate set of levels needed for 
different parameters)

Overview of Valuation Techniques 
(type, time and resources)

Refer to p.84-87
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol

84
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Measure impact drivers and/or dependencies

85



Why is monetary valuation useful and/or contentious?

Useful Contentious
• Common unit of measure
• Can measure social preferences
• Used to determine overall value for 

money of a project (i.e. whether it 
should go ahead or not; do the 
benefits exceed the costs)

• Can be used to measure risks and
mitigate them before these are 
quantified by others

• Not everything can be quantified 
in monetary terms (e.g. 
biodiversity)

• Can be time consuming/ 
expensive depending on technique 
or approach used

• Need to avoid double counting
• Potential reputational impacts

Refer to p.35-38
of the

Natural Capital 
Protocol
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Quantitative valuation 

Impacts of water 
consumption 

DALYs Lower yield

Human health 

Malnutrition 

Ecosystem services

Soil quality loss

Disability Adjusted Life 
Years

The years of healthy 
life lost as a result of 

the impact driver

Willingness to Pay

Monetary valuation 

What?

How? Loss in crop harvests
Market-based valuation of 
provisioning service loss

Maximum amount someone would be 
prepared to pay for a good or service

Measure and value in practice

Ecosystem Service Valuation
Database provides values for all provisioning, 

regulating and cultural terrestrial ecosystem services



Mentimeter questions

You work at a supermarket chain, sourcing vegetables. You need 
insight into which of your current farmers/suppliers will be more 
resilient to changes in climate in the future. Which of the following 
would be a useful natural capital approach?

1. Quantitative measurement of greenhouse gas emissions for each 

supplier
2. A monetary valuation of effects of climate scenarios on health, 

nutrient content and yield, for each supplier

3. Mapping suppliers' dependencies on natural capital, and measuring 
local trends of changes in natural capital

4. Monetary valuation of recreational use of the suppliers' land

88

Question



How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Quantitative Valuation 

What 
Compare options for recreation uses at their 
reservoir at Little Don, Yorkshire, UK 

How?
Compared 5 options for investing in the site:

Inclusive environment 
Active recreation 
Active biodiversity
Sustainable farming
Sustainable forestry

Examples



What?
Compared organic and non organic produce by 
quantifying the true cost of fruit and vegetables and 
creating an integrated profit & loss account (IP&L) 

How?
Used different methodologies to measure and 
monetize impacts on

Livelihoods: Gross Value Added 
Health: Productive years lost due to injury  
Soil: Universal Soil Loss Equation erosion 
model  
Water: Global Water Footprint Network 
guidelines 
Climate: Greenhouse Gas Protocol measured in 
Co2e

Monetary Valuation

Examples



SSE: OBJECTIVES

• SSE instructed by Regulator to upgrade 
power line across Scotland

• Vocal objections led to proposed Mitigation 
Measures, at significant cost to the 
taxpayer

� Did those measures represent value for 
money?

� How can understanding impacts support 
transparent evidence based discussion and 
lead to faster planning approvals in the 
future?



SCOPE, BOUNDARY & BASELINE

Indicator boundary:
• Multi-capital ‘total’ impact

Scope:
• Scotland-only
• In-use and construction

Baseline:
• Regulated business - assumed line 

would go ahead 
• Comparing two design options



VISUAL AMENITY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE: IMPACT PATHWAY

Impacts on 
people

Changes to 
Capitals

Impact drivers

Building more 
& larger 
pylons

Change in vista:
- Natural 

landscape
- Cultural heritage 

sites
- Urban areas
- Private residence

Change in 
enjoyment of:

- Natural landscape
- Cultural heritage 

sites
- Urban areas
- Private residence



SSE – RESULTS



Activity: Valuing Nature - BREAKOUT 

Having an understanding of how valuable natural 
capital is to a business and its operations, helps 

identify its relative significance in terms of impacts, 

dependencies, risks and opportunities.

Kering’s environmental profit & loss statement 
identifies their costs related to water as €38million.

• How do you think they arrived at 

this number? 

• What do you think they took into 

account or considered when 

valuing water? 

• How else could you value water if 

you didn’t use money?
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Group discussions in breakout rooms

• We will split into breakout rooms
• Between 3-4 per group

• You will have 15’ to discuss in your group

• You will be notified of the amount of time you 
have left

• We will then all come back in plenary to share 
key highlights from each group

1 person from 
each group to 
share screen & 
take notes in 

live Google doc.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M8tB_ayXEGPf2tzKsy6VqicPQhLuAvJSiYGGigAvD1g/edit?usp=sharing


Share your key highlights!

What key 
points came 
out from your 
discussions?
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Valuing natural capital

• In the pre-reading material, a 
qualitative assessment of the 
value of these elements of 
natural capital was included

But 
monetary 
valuation 
is not the 

only 
option!

How Kering determines monetary value: 
• Identify changes in the environment and the costs 

incurred by the public due to their impact 
• Calculate coefficients to convert the data into 

impacts on human wellbeing. This will consider 
if impact differs between urban and rural 
populations, dry and wet countries, etc… 

• Assess the environmental impact and its 
consequences for human wellbeing 

• Analyze the environmental costs and benefits 
What Kering learned: 
• Calculating the monetary value of the impact helps 

to broaden the discussion within Kering
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Now you have the knowledge to:

Measure your impacts and dependencies on the capitals 

Measure the changes in capital as a result of your business and 
external activities 

Value the consequences of this change in capital Ready for your 
challenge?

Summary of lessons learnt
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Where are we in the learning objectives?

Understand the concepts of natural capital, natural capital impacts & dependencies and how 
these relate to business risk management & decision-making

Familiarize yourself with the different steps involved in conducting a natural capital 
assessment following the Natural Capital Protocol

Gain practical insights on how to scope and plan an assessment

Be introduced to measurement & valuation approaches of natural capital

v Discover the newly launched Biodiversity Guidance to the Natural Capital Protocol 
and how it can be applied in a business context

The aim of today’s training is to:
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30’
lunch break
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THE BIODIVERSITY 
GUIDANCE





HOW DOES THE BIODIVERSITY GUIDANCE RELATE TO THE 
NATURAL CAPITAL PROTOCOL?

• Why is further guidance on biodiversity required?

• Who has developed the Biodiversity Guidance?

• How can the Biodiversity Guidance be used alongside the Protocol?



The Biodiversity Guidance does: The Biodiversity Guidance does not:

build on the Natural Capital Protocol
replace the Protocol or seek to create new tools and 
methods

provide a standardized process to incorporate 
biodiversity into internal decision making

provide a framework for external financial reporting 
(although decisions can be reported)

allow flexibility in the choice of measurement and 
valuation approaches

explicitly promote specific tools, methodologies or 
approaches

allow users to take a consistent approach
produce results that are comparable within or between 
different businesses or applications

WHAT DOES THE BIODIVERSITY GUIDANCE COVER?



THE STRUCTURE



WHY IS BIODIVERSITY IMPORTANT?

Biodiversity: ‘The variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, 
marine, and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are a part; this 

includes diversity within species, between species, and of ecosystems’ (Art 2, CBD 1992).



Step 06 - measure changes in the state of biodiversity.
• A number of measurement methods are available to help businesses quantify their impacts. Methods to 

measure dependencies on biodiversity remain a gap
• Data gaps and uncertainties need to be considered before undergoing measurement.
• Progressing from measurement to valuation can help you understand the relevance and magnitude of your 

impacts and dependencies

Step 07 - describes the main valuation techniques and helps you select the most appropriate one(s) for your 
assessment.
• There are a variety of valuation approaches available (qualitative, quantitative, and monetary).

Step 05 - measure your relevant impact drivers and/or dependencies by providing examples of a range of appropriate 
indicators and methods for analysis.
• Biodiversity impact drivers can be direct or indirect.
• The data used may be primary data or secondary data.
• It is important to consider both impacts and dependencies for biodiversity.

How to measure and value biodiversity impacts and dependencies



THE NAVIGATION TOOL

• Guides you through a biodiversity-inclusive 
natural capital assessment (online tool). 

• Follows the steps outlined in the Natural Capital 
Protocol and suggests a number of tools and 
methodologies to successfully complete the 
process.

Can be used to include biodiversity in a first-time 
natural capital assessment, or to incorporate into 
an existing one. 

Action and associated 
question

Discrete list of 
responses

Additional resources and 
next step



Case study 
presentation
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Impact  
of Fashion

2
Almost 2 billion 

pairs of jeans were 
sold in 2017.1

16
Cotton production uses 2.5% 

of the world’s arable land,  
but accounts for 16%  

of all pesticides  
used.2

1
Less than 1% of the 

material used to produce 
clothing is recycled into 

new clothing.2

10
Around 10% of the world 
wide CO2 emissions are 

caused by fashion.3

1
1 garbage truck full of 

textiles is being trashed 
every second.2





Water Per Jeans CO2 per Jeans

7000 L 23,45 Co2 eq

Continuous
Improvement

MUD Jeans 2019

Industry Standard 581 L

7.14 Co2 eq

1500 L

8,88 Co2 eq

20%
Reduction

61%
Reduction

MUD Jeans 2016







MUD Jeans and our Biodiversity Impact

Industry 
Standard

Average 
Mud 
Jeans

46% lower biodiversity 
impact than industry 
standard

-57%

Regular Dunn
True Indigo

Industry
Standard -52% -2%

Cotton + Elastan Fabric Loss Rest

Reasons for low biodiversity impact:

- We use up to 40% of post consumer recycled cotton. Thus no direct impact on natural 
habitat 

- We only work with GOTS certified cotton where restorative and sustainable farming 
methods are applied and no pesticides and insecticides are used

- Thanks to the water filtration technology applied and zero toxic chemicals used in our 
production process



An overview
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Biodiversity Impact overview for every MUD Jeans Style 

Average impact value: 0.499





Check us out: www.mudjeans.eu
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Q&A



Where are we in the learning objectives?

Understand the concepts of natural capital, natural capital impacts & dependencies and how 
these relate to business risk management & decision-making

Familiarize yourself with the different steps involved in conducting a natural capital 
assessment following the Natural Capital Protocol

Gain practical insights on how to scope and plan an assessment

Be introduced to measurement & valuation approaches of natural capital

Discover the newly launched Biodiversity Guidance to the Natural Capital Protocol and how 
it can be applied in a business context

The aim of today’s training is to:
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Wrap-up & next steps



Key take-aways / Closing word

1. Business impacts and depends on nature

2. Applying a natural capital approach helps make better & more informed 

decisions

3. There are many existing tools & resources - Define a clear objective!

4. Engage the right stakeholders & address issues relevant to your case

5. Buy-in must extend beyond the sustainability team

6. Use data and techniques that provide accuracy appropriate for your aims

7. Understand the system within which you operate (impacts vs. dependencies)

8. Just get going, don't let perfection be the enemy of the good
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Mentimeter closing questions

What is your
1 key learning 

from the 
training?

Share 1 concrete 
next action you 

will take after this 
training
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How to use Mentimeter

1

2

3

Go to www.menti.com

Enter this code: 19 36 47 5

Submit your answer
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Eager to get started? Check out 
NCC’s 

interactive 
training videos

Make use of 
WVN’s 
training 

resources
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https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/protocol-training/
https://wevaluenature.eu/training-resources


Keep in touch & sign-up: https://wevaluenature.eu/

Exchange with peers (Linkedin group):

We Value Nature - Natural Capital uptake support group
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How to engage

Join the Coalition 
LearnCollaborate Apply Contribute

Upcoming We Value Nature events:

On the 
Biodiversity 

Guidance
Virtual office 

hour call
26 Nov. 

11:00-12:00 
CET

Module 2 train-
the-trainer

2 Nov.
13:00-15:30 

CET

Register 
here

https://wevaluenature.eu/
https://wbcsd.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJElceurrzkjE9NP8HRAPUSJdcO9WiH8v0AL

